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Abstract—In current scenario, there are always impending

threats from militants and terrorists within and out of a
country. The sensor networks play a vital role in
minimizing the loss of human lives in the event of usual
calamity and artificial sabotage created by terrorists. The
sensor networks can be successfully deployed in any
difficult geographical terrains where manual round-theclock surveillance is highly impossible. Energy aware
routing is immensely helpful to sensor networks in the
aspect of extending the life span of the WSNs. In this
paper, an automatic suspected terror system based on
wireless sensor networks is developed, which is designed
for high-rise metro structure. In order to provide early
extinguish of impending threats by putting any bomb,
large numbers of detectors which periodically measure
noise, smell,
infringement, vibration, temperature
concentration, unidentified stranger photo are deployed
from major streets. Those scattered detectors report their
monitoring information to the surveillance center via the
self-organizing hierarchical intelligent wireless sensor
networks (IWSN). Test results from it show that the
automatic suspected terror system achieves the design
requirements.
Index Terms— Sensor Networks, Suspected Terror

System, Impending Threats, Scattered Detectors, IWSN,
Energy aware routing

I. INTRODUCTION
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a network of
wireless computing devices with spatially distributed
autonomous devices to cooperatively monitor physical or
environmental conditions using sensors. WSNs are used
to collect data from physically challenging environments.
The information of events can be detected, collected,
processed and sent to control room or sink by the sensors
deployed in WSNs. The tiny nodes (sensors) in WSNs are
equipped with substantial processing capabilities of
combining the data with adjacent nodes, compressing the
data, intelligent gathering and processing of sensed data,
understanding and controlling the processes inherent to
the system. The applications include monitoring the

disasters events or elements, detection of cross border
terrorism, sensing the intrusion of enemies through land
or sea, battlefield surveillance, offering logistics in urban
warfare and reconnaissance.
The sensor network is the network of a large number of
sensor nodes which are densely deployed either inside the
field or very close to it. The sensing electronics measure
ambient conditions related to the environment
surrounding the sensor and transform them into an
electric signal. Processing such a signal reveals some
properties about objects located and/or events happening
in the vicinity of the sensor [8].
Intelligent wireless sensor networks (IWSN) combine
sensing, signal processing, decision capability, and
wireless networking capability in a compact, low power
system. We need to develop the large scale, quality
control low cost WSN structure. This requires that sensor
information be conveyed to the user at low bit rate with
low power transceivers. Continuous sensor signal
processing must be provided to enable constant
monitoring of events in an environment [1].
Nowadays computing devices have become cheaper,
highly mobile, widely distributed and pervasive due to
recent advancements in the fieldsof cellular technology,
Global Positioning System (GPS), Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID), Micro Electro Mechanical System
(MEMS) and Advanced Electronics.Currently, most
WSN designs concentrate on improving energyefficiency leaving network delays to low priority [3].
This makes them unsuitable for time-critical applications.
Still, several envisioned WSN applications should be able
to handle scenarios requiring low delays. In personal
security it is essential that alarm messages are delivered
reliably and quickly. Other application areas requiring
low communication latencies include surveillance
applications and real-time localization.
After initial operation, sensors become responsible for
self-organizing an appropriate network infrastructure
with multi-hop connections among them and tend to
communicate to their neighbors by finding their locations
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and forming the topologyy of the netw
work. The onbboard
sensors then start collectinng acoustic, seeismic or maggnetic
information of
o the environnment throughh either continnuous
or event driven
d
workinng mode. The
T
location and
positioning information
i
off an object orr event can alsso be
obtained throough the GPS or local posittioning algoritthms.
This informaation can be gathered
g
from
m the networkk and
appropriatelyy processed to
t construct a global view
w of
monitoring phenomena.
p
A single nodde may cause a number of holes
h
and shaddows
which can be effectivelly covered with
w
a distribbuted
deployment. Since the seensor nodes are used in large
numbers, theey are able too record an event
e
with grreater
redundancy. In case of faiilure of one seensor to captuure an
event, otherss can keeptraack of it. Thhe deploymennt of
nodes in larrge numbers also
a
offers roobustness to point
p
failures whicch is considerred important in mission crritical
tasks. For instance, even when
w
a large number
n
of sennsors
are destroyeed in naturaal or manmaade disasters,, the
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WSN
Ns can be ussed to make continuous monitoring
m
forr
remo
ote and inacceessible areas aalong border line
l of controll
wheere human patrrolling is highhly impossiblee. The sensorss
can be dropped frrom planes to sense the con
nditions of thee
critical area where
w
humann penetration
n is highlyy
impo
ossible. They can detecct and diffe
ferentiate thee
mov
vement madee by human beings and unidentifiedd
vehiicles by continnuously moniitoring the vib
brations in thee
enviironment. Thee WSN plays a crucial role in monitoringg
alon
ng borderlinee of control and reduce man powerr
requ
uired to maintaain the securitty.
With
hin a few minutes,
m
the nnodes start co
ommunicatingg
amo
ongst themseelves, findinng their po
ositions, selff
orgaanizing them, establishing a network, synchronizing
s
g
cloccks and lying in
i wait.
Som
me of the noddes organize thhemselves as active nodess
whille the remainiing nodes slipp into low po
ower mode off
sleep
py state in thee view of connsuming less energy.
e
Whenn
an activity
a
is deteected by any aactive node, it will wake upp
all the
t other noddes in the netw
work. Thus th
he nodes thenn
collaboratively trrack down thhe movementss of intruderss
by aggregating information from variou
us sensors too
her real-time information.
gath
III. RECENT
T STUDY

remaining seensors may keeep on monitorring the event.

Figure1: Access
A
Cycless of nodes in Multi-hop
M
WS
SN
In this papeer first I discuuss the recennt developmennt of
sensor netwoorks, surveillaance system and
a control syystem
plane with cross
c
layer WSN
W
protocolss are interfaceed to
form entire sensor
s
system
m. After that I realize to proopose
multi-hop inttelligent wirelless sensor nettwork surveilllance
system (IWS
SN) implemeentation in which
w
localizzation
level algoritthm and prootocol designn parameterss are
discussed.Thhen I analyzze the energgy-aware shoortest
routing for IWSN
I
and need
n
for the alternative ennergy
constraints with
w future sccope to controol suspected terror
t
from militantts.
II. DERIVED
D APPLICATIIONS

Initiially, the deveelopment of ssensor networrks has highlyy
been
n driven by deefense applicaations. Since early
e
1950s, a
systtem of long-raange acoustic sensors nameely the Soundd
Surv
veillance Systtem (SOSUS)) had been deeployed in thee
deep
p basins of the Atlanticc and Pacificc oceans forr
subm
marine surveeillance. SOSUS has reecently beenn
repllaced by the more sophistticated integraated underseaa
surv
veillance systeem. The netw
work of air defense
d
radarss
can be regarded as
a an examplee for networkeed large scalee
senssors. Both groound-based raadar systems and airbornee
warn
ning and coontrol System
m planes arre combinedd
togeether to form a sophisticateed network wh
hich providess
all-w
weather surrveillance, ccommand, control
c
andd
com
mmunications.
The Cooperativee Engagemennt Capability (CEC) wass
deveeloped in the period betweeen 1980s an
nd 1990s as a
milittary sensor neetwork in whicch information gathered byy
multtiple radars was
w shared accross the entiire system too
prov
vide a consisttent view of battle field. Another
A
earlyy
exam
mple of wirelless sensor deevice is the Air
A Deliveredd
Seissmic Intrusionn Detector syystem launcheed by US Airr
Forcce in the Vieetnam War. W
With the adveent of digitall
pack
ket radios for
fo wireless communicatiion networkss
deveeloped by ALOHA
A
net Project at Hawaii andd
DAR
RPA's (Defense Advanced Research Projjects Agency))
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Packet Radio Project in 1970s, wireless communication
within the same frequency band using MAC (Medium
Access Control)techniques and packet-based multi hop
communication became possible.
A.MAC protocols
WSN MAC protocols can be divided into three categories:
random-access, scheduled contention access, and Time
Division Multiple Access. The low duty-cycle randomaccess MAC protocols, such as B-MAC, are based on a
technique called low-power listening. It includes the
procedure of periodically polling the wireless channel to
test for traffic. Typically, frames are transmitted with a
preceding preamble that is longer than the channel poll
interval. This ensures that the destination node is awake
during the actual data transmission. Scheduled
contention-access low duty-cycle MAC protocols, such
as S-MAC and IEEE 802.15.4 Low-Rate Wireless
Personal Area Network (LR-WPAN) standard used in
Zigbee networks, utilize periodic active and sleep periods
to achieve duty cycling. The start of the active period
includes the transmission of synchronization frames to
communicate own schedule information to neighboring
nodes. TDMA-based low duty-cycle MAC protocols,
such as SMACS [13] and TUTWSN MAC [5], exchange
data only in predetermined synchronized time slots. Rest
of the time is spent in sleep mode. This makes the
protocols virtually collision-free and removes
overhearing.
B. Low-Latency Routing Protocols
Multiple real-time routing protocols have been proposed
for WSNs Furthermore, design decisions such as
reactive/proactive routing and flat/hierarchical topology
affect the network delays and energy-efficiency.

power-aware routing (RPAR) [17] protocol is a locationaware protocol proposed to achieve low communication
delays and energy-efficiency by dynamically adjusting
transmission powers and routing decisions. Applications
can make tradeoffs between energy consumption,
network capacity, and lower delays by specifypacked
deadlines. The reactive broadcast method of RPAR
appears to be challenging in larger networks due to
neighbor table size and a great amount of traffic
congesting replies.
In [18], Akkaya and Younis propose an energy-aware
QoS routing protocol that searches for energy-efficient
path which satisfies latency requirements. The delay
requirements are converted into bandwidth requirements
and traffic is divided into different priority queues for
time-critical and delay unconstrained packets. However,
the proposed method consists of too complex algorithms
for resource-constrained nodes in large-scale networks
[4].
A cost-based routing protocol called GRAdient Broadcast
(GRAB) [19] forwards packets along an interleaved mesh.
Nodes broadcast packets using a cost metric. Every
packet is assigned a budget. The budget consists of the
minimum path cost from source to sink and a credit,
which is utilized to increase reliability by channeling data
along multiple paths. Although duplicate packets are
controlled by a cache of recently forwarded packets, the
redundant packets degrade energy-efficiency and increase
delay. Also, the packet cache size increases rapidly with
network size and data transmit frequency.
The used costs minimize the multi-hop communication
latency. The mobile nodes are relieved from doing
routing. Thus, this does not hinder their energy-efficiency.
C. Low-Latency WSN

Geographic routing protocol SPEED [14] provides soft
real-time latency guarantees proportional to path length.
It maintains a desired packet delivery speed in the
network by estimating one-hop delays from MAC level
feedback. However, SPEED leaves reliability unattended,
and the used reactive route discovery method increases
latency of the data forwarding process. Multipath MultiSPEED (MMSPEED) [15] extends SPEED by providing
service differentiation and probabilistic multipath
forwarding to support various reliability requirements and
makes routing decisions reactively.
A location-aware design in [16] presents a heuristic
solution to find energy-efficient path for delayconstrained data in WSNs. The design achieves balancing
between latency and energy consumption. Real-time

WSN designs for time-critical applications are relatively
rare. Furthermore, their experimented performance is
seldom documented very accurately.
In Simon et al. present a sniper detection and localization
system for urban environments, which is further refined
in [20]. The system is built on Mica product line, and the
later version is extended with an external Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) sensor board. Routing
is done with Directed Flood-Routing Framework (DFRF)
[21].DFRF is a gradient-based, best-effort converge-cast
protocol with data-aggregation. The directed broadcasts
of DFRF provide fast message delivery, but result in high
communication overhead. Thus, the design is only suit
for one-shot type events and does not scale well.
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IV. INTELL
LIGENT WIR
RELESS SENS
SOR NETWO
ORK
SYSTE
EM (IWSN)
Multi-hop IW
WSN communnication, provides
v
an immeediate
advance in capability foor narrow baandwidth devvices.
However, Multi-hop
M
Com
mmunication sensor netw
works
permit large power reducttion and the implementatio
i
on of
dense node distribution.
d
IW
WSN enable continuous
c
sennsing,
event detectiion, and evennt identificatiion at low poower.
Since the event deteection proceess must occur
o
continuouslyy, the sensor, data converteer, data bufferr, and
spectrum anaalyzer must alll operate at micro
m
power leevels.
In the evennt that an evvent is detectted, the specctrum
analyzer outtput may triggger the miccrocontroller. The
microcontrolller may then issue commaands for addittional
signal proceessing operattions for idenntification off the
event signal. Protocols forr node operatiion then deterrmine
whether a rem
mote user or neighboring
n
W
WINS
node shhould
be alerted. The
T WINS node then suppllies an attribuute of
the identifiedd event.
Distributed network
n
senssor devices must
m
continuoously
monitor multiple sensor systems,
s
proceess sensor siggnals,
and adapt to changinng environm
ments and user
requirementss with take decisions
d
on signals
s
param
meters
measurementts. IWSN user
u
requirem
ments are wirreless
devices with street-level loocalization, reeliable low-lattency
alarming, lonng network liifetime, and ease
e
of installlation
and maintenaance.
A. Street-Levvel Localizatiion: The alarrming devicess are
continuouslyy carried by thhe guard of sttreet. This reqquires
fully wireless small devicees operating with
w small battteries.
The alarms should
s
be respponded as quicckly as possibble by
a security guuard and otheer personnel on-site. Thuss, the
alarming devvices should be
b localized within
w
one too two
streets.
B. Consisteent Low-Lateency Alarmiing: Alarms are
triggered by a person in a threateningg situation. Being
B
critical for personal
p
securrity, alarm meessages shouldd not
be lost. Furthhermore, to ennsure fast reacction to alarmss, the
alarm messagge delay shouuld be in the orrder of secondds.
C. Extended Network Lifetime: For easyy maintenancee, the
network shoould have exttended lifetim
me in the ordeer of
years. This includes
i
all devices
d
in thee network whhether
they are mobbile or static.
D. Effortlesssness Installlation and Maintenance:
M
The
alarm netwoork can be installed andd used in many
m
locations. Thhus, it should be possible to
t be installedd and
maintained by
b the personnnel on-site wiithout the neeed for
rigorous guiddance to the network operattion.
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The network connsists of sinkk nodes, routeer nodes, andd
mob
bile nodes. Thhe sink nodess act as data endpoints forr
the WSN
W
and as gateways to oother network
ks. The routerr
nodees forward daata via a wireeless multi-ho
op network too
one or multiple sinks.
s
To achhieve low dellays, the dutyy
cyclle of the routeers is configuured to be hig
gh. Thus, theyy
conssume more power
p
and shoould be main
n powered orr
equiipped with larrge enough baatteries. The mobile nodess
havee low duty cyycles which caan be configurred accordingg
to application
a
neeeds.The netw
work consists of resource-consstrained WSN
N nodes. The nnodes commun
nicate using a
high
h-cost high-ppower 24ԜGH
Hz radio th
hat includess
Receeived Signal Strength
S
Indiccator (RSSI) fu
unctionality.
The application layer consists of security, measurement,
m
,
and actuator conntrol applications. The rou
uting protocoll
prov
vides autonom
mous multi-hhop data forw
warding. Thee
MAC protocol implements wireless co
ommunicationn
betw
ween nodes. The physical layer con
nsists of thee
secu
urity WSN node hardware which inclludes variouss
senssors.
The hardware platform
p
hossts multitudee of sensorss
integ
grated to thhe circuit booard or via an externall
conn
nector. Theese sensors include temperature,,
lumiinance, air humidity, acceelerometer, soil humidity,,
carb
bon dioxide, sound presssure, air flo
ow, electricall
meaasurements (cuurrent, voltagge, resistance,, and power),,
motiion detectorrs (passive infrared), an
nd magneticc
swittches. There is also suppport for on
n/off actuatorr
conttrol. We are also investiigating the possibility
p
off
electrocardiogram
m and pulse m
measurements
With
h adaptation of
o local streets security WS
SN, personnell
can send wireless alarms in threatening situaations, receivee
ackn
nowledgements telling thatt help is on itts way, makee
vario
ous differentt kinds of measuremen
nts, and usee
actu
uators. The maain contributioons of the pap
per are (i) userr
requ
uirement speccification for the IWNS security, (ii))
design and impplementation meeting th
he presentedd
requ
uirements, (iiii) real worlld pilot deployment andd
expeeriments.
To achieve
a
these security requuirements IW
WSN utilizes a
heteerogeneous arcchitecture wheere variable duty
d
cycling iss
used
d based on node responsibilities giving them
t
differentt
activ
vity times. The networkk achieves reliable dataa
forw
warding and loow delays whhilst enabling the usage off
fully
y wireless sennsor nodes thhat can be alsso portable iff
need
ded. The mobbile nodes are localized usiing a locationn
reso
olver algorithhm. Both tthe commun
nication andd
locaalization are resilient aggainst failed nodes andd
com
mmunication liinks.
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n
provide a new
Wireless Inteegrated Netwoork Sensors now
monitoring and control capability foor monitoringg the
external andd internal bouundaries of thhe country. Using
U
this concept we can easiily identify a stranger or some
s
terrorists enteering from thee border or anny destination area.
The destinattion area is divided
d
into number
n
of noodes.
Each node iss in contact wiith each other and with the main
node. The noise producced by the foot-steps off the
outsider or any suspecteed parameter is collected and
recognized using
u
the senssor. This sennsed signal is then
converted innto power spectral density and the comppared
with referencce value of ouur conveniencee.

Figure2: Intelligent
I
Wireless Sensor Network baseed
Surveilllance System

p
usiing a
Accordingly the compareed value is processed
microprocesssor, which seends appropriiate signals too the
main node. Thus the straanger is identtified at the main
node. A series
e
of interrface, signal processing, and
communicatiion systems have
h
been impplemented in micro
m
power CMOS circuits. A micro power spectrum anaalyzer
has been devveloped to enaable low poweer operation of
o the
entire system
m. On a global scale, Inntelligent Wirreless
Sensor Netw
work System (IIWSNS) will permit monitooring
of land, waater, and airr resources for
f
environm
mental
monitoring. On a nationaal scale, transpportation systtems,
local streets and borders will
w be monitoored for efficieency,
safety, and seecurity.
On a metropoolitan scale, new
n traffic, seccurity, emergeency,
and disasterr recovery services
s
willl be enabledd by
proposed system. On a local,
l
enterprise scale, IW
WSNS
will create a manufacturinng informatioon service forr cost

and quality controol. The opporttunities for IW
WSNS dependd
on th
he developmeent of scalablee, low cost, seensor networkk
arch
hitecture. This requires thhat sensor information bee
conv
veyed to the user at low bit rate with
h low powerr
transsceivers. Disttributed signaal processing and decisionn
mak
king enables events to bee identified at
a the remotee
senssor.
Selff-organizing and self-heaaling are thee remarkablee
charracteristic of wireless
w
sensoor network. When
W
wirelesss
nodees startup, theey can find annd join the nearest networkk
auto
omatically. Annd when som
me node failu
ure, they cann
reorganize the neetwork as soonn as possible. As shown inn
the
ure2,
the
topological
structure
of
ourr
Figu
prop
posedIWNSsyystem is Hybriid (Star + treee). The system
m
is diistributed in accordance
a
with the deploy
yed locations..
In order
o
to idenntify sensors based on their locations,,
addrressing is requuired. In fact, a system invo
olves no moree
than
n 10,000 detecctors. So 2 byttes communiccation addresss
is ussed in our sysstem to indicaate the sourcee end and thee
destination end of a message. The high 8 bits
b representss
work address,, and the low
w 8 bits rep
presents nodee
netw
addrress. Thereforre, a networkk can accomm
modate up too
255 repeaters, eacch repeater caan hold up to 255
2 detectors..
h repeater is allocated onne network ad
ddress by thee
Each
surv
veillance centter. And thee repeater alllocates nodee
addrresses for its detectors
d
indeppendently.
o system, the messagess are transpo
orted throughh
In our
wireeless links up
u to two hhops. So thee networkingg
operration is relattively simplee. New node broadcasts a
netw
working requeest message, ddeclaring its serial
s
number..
Repeaters receiveed the netwoorking requesst will checkk
p
andd
wheether the seriall number it annnounced is permitted,
send
d back a respponse with thhe communication addresss
alloccated for the new
n node. Too avoid confu
usion bring byy
more than one reppeater respondding, the detector transmitss
a neetworking connfirm messagee to the repeaater it chosen..
And
d the repeater received thee confirm messsage updatess
its neighbor
n
tablee and report tthe topology change
c
to thee
surv
veillance centter. Other reppeaters wait until waitingg
timees up, and thenn cancel the aaddress allocattion operationn.
V.W
WORKING OF
F PROTOCOL
L AND ITS DESIGN
D
FOR
R
IWSN
N
IWS
SN stack desiign consists of a MAC and
a a routingg
protocol. The MA
AC protocol uuses random ch
hannel accesss
a
low channel
c
access delays. Thu
us, nodes cann
to achieve
transsmit data at any requireed time instaant. Networkk
beaccons, used foor neighbor ddiscovery sign
naling amongg
the router
r
nodes, are transmitteed on a differeent frequencyy
chan
nnel. The routting protocol uutilizes multip
ple cost-basedd,
proaactively consttructed routinng gradients to the sinkk
nodees. The sourcce routers ranndomize diffeerent back-offf
timees for the innitial transm
missions. Thuss, they bothh
transsmit their paackets successsfully to the destinationn
router, who acknoowledges the ssuccessful datta exchanges.
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The WSN server interprets the messages sent from the
WSN and resolves the locations of the suspect alarming
devices. It provides an interface for a third party alarm
server. The interface is implemented using Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP) [22]. The third party alarm
server is responsible for forwarding the suspect detect
alarms to designated UIs that can be, for example, in
personal computers or cell phones. Via the SOAP
interface, the alarm server can receive the alarming
device ID, suspect alarm time, alarm location in textual
format, and alarm location highlighted in a map image.
Location resolver algorithm shows resilience against
failed nodesand communication links. First, both Anchor
nodes 1 and 2 can hear the localized node. Thus, the
unknown location is resolved by intersection of the two
bounding boxes. Then, Anchor node 2 is lost but at least
a rough location is still resolved.
The routing algorithm SPIN (Sensor Protocols for
Information via Negotiation) uses concepts to eliminate
redundant data transmission. It employs metadata to
uniquely identify data items to prevent sending multiple
copies of the same data. It also introduces energy
awareness into the system which helps to increase the life
of the network [5]. LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive
Clustering Hierarchy) is a cluster based protocol to
evenly distribute energy load among various sensors in
the network. It uses clustering to reduce the amount of
global traffic and implement area level aggregation and
compression. The changing the cluster heads randomly
distributes the energy level gradually over the network
and the probability of node failure is much more random
which results in longer life for WSN.
In order to implement communications between
equipments, messages format are defined carefully. All
messages we defined are filled in the data field of
CC1100 packet. The first bytes of all those messages are
packet type field, which indicates the function of the
message. Five packet type values we defined are:
Packet type Message
0x01 Networking request
0x02 Networking response
0x03 Networking confirm
0x11 Suspectedalarm reports
0x12 Parameter modify
The communication addresses are allocated in the
networking communication process, and the sensor
network is updated. The format of networking messages
is shown in Figure3. The networking message involves 3
type messages: networking request, networking response
and networking confirm. Networking request is a
broadcast frame, whose source address and destination
address are both set to 0xFFFF. The identification of
node is 5 bytes serial number which is stored in
EEPROM of each node. The serial number of each node
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is record before installing in the building, and the
installation location of each node is pre-arranged. So the
surveillance center is able to accurately locate the alarm
source.

8bits8 bits
8bits
8bits
16bits16bits
Figure3: Suspected Concerned Message

8bits

Communication counter field records the successful
communication times between the detector and the
repeater. So that repeater can identify whether the
message is a retransmitted one. Alarm type is shown in
alarm status, including NORMAL, SUSPECT_ALARM,
BATTERY_FAULT and DETECTOR_AGING. Suspect
concentration field is the infringement concentration or
temperature value measured by the detector. Battery
energy field shows the voltage of the detector, so that the
controller center knows the energy status of each detector.
When repeater receives a suspected alarm message, it
will forward the message to control center and send back
a parameter modify message to confirm that it has
received thesuspected alarm message. The parameter
modify message is also sent by surveillance center to
control detectors’status and modify their detect
parameters.
VI. ENERGY-AWARE SHORTEST ROUTING
Shah et al. [21] proposed to use a set of sub-optimal paths
occasionally to increase the lifetime of the network.
These paths are chosen by means of a probability
function, which depends on the energy consumption of
each path. Network survivability is the main metric that
the approach is concerned with. The approach argues that
using the minimum energy path all the time will deplete
the energy of nodes on that path. Instead, one of the
multiple paths is used with a certain probability so that
the whole network lifetime increases. The protocol
assumes that each node is addressable through a classbased addressing which includes the location and types of
the nodes. There are 3 phases in the protocol:
A. Setup phase: Localized flooding occurs to find the
routes and create the routing tables. While doing this, the
total energy cost is calculated in each node. For instance,
if the request is sent from node i N to node j N,j N
calculates the cost of the path as follows:
CNj,Ni =Cost (Ni) + Metric (Nj , Ni)

(1)

Here, the energy metric used captures transmission and
reception costs along with the residual energy of the
nodes. Paths that have a very high cost are discarded. The
node selection is done according to closeness to the
destination. The node assigns a probability to each of its
neighbors in routing (forwarding) table (FT)
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corresponding to the formed paths. The probability is
inversely proportional to the cost.
B. Data Communication Phase: Each node forwards the
packet by randomly choosing a node from its forwarding
table using the probabilities.
C. Route maintenance phase: Localized flooding is
performed infrequently to keep all the paths alive. The
mean delay time for the entire subnet is derived from
weighted sum of all the lines. There are different flows to
get new average delay. But we find the path, which has
the smallest mean delay using program. Then we
calculate the Waiting factor for each path. The path,
which has low waiting factor, is the shortest path.
The waiting factor (W) = Mean packet flow in path(λi) /
Mean packet flow in subnet (λ)
(2)
The routing protocol allows multiple sink nodes in the
network. They can be either individuals or replicas. The
sinks request data from the network using interests [7].
Individual sinks have unique addresses and separate
interest information. Replicated sinks share the same
address and interest information. Routing to the nearest
sink lowers latency further by minimizing the amount of
hops that a packet has to traverse. The routing protocol
functionality is divided into route discovery, route
calculation, and data forwarding.
The sink sequence number is used to resolve the latest
sink information and reject old information. It is
incremented by a sink when it disseminates new interests
to the network. The route discovery process [12] is
divided into sink-initiated route construction and router
node-initiated route maintenance. Route construction is
for sink interest diffusion and fast network build-up.
Route maintenance allows adaptation to network
dynamics. The route calculation uses only local
information available in a router node and its
neighborhood. As routes are proactively calculated,
router nodes can forward data packets immediately on
demand and transmit the packets forward in the hop chain.
VII. ALTERNATE ENERGY CONSTRAINTS
The various key design issues involved in WSNs are
network dynamics and node deployment, transmission
media and communication, data delivery models, node
capabilities, power consumption, data aggregation, fault
tolerance, scalability and sensor network topology.
Energy consumption is a dominant factor in the design of
large scale sensor networks. Since, these constraints are
highly specific to sensor networks, new improved power
sources, wireless ad-hoc networking and efficient routing
techniques are required [6]. By providing newly
improved power sources like nature based renewable
(solar) energy will solve many of the aforementioned
constraints.

In the higher energy density batteries and very low power
embedded platforms, the amount of available energy on
board still severely limits the life span of distributed
battery operated WSN systems. The low-level energy
constraints of the sensor nodes combined with the data
delivery requirements leave a clearly defined energy
budget for all other services. The goal is to achieve a selfpowered system without having necessary frequent
maintenance for battery replacement or recharging [6].
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
The user requirements consisted of wireless devices with
street-level localization, reliable low-latency alarming,
long network lifetime, and ease of installation and
maintenance. With using IWSN system, Personnel can
send wireless suspected alarms in threatening situations,
receive acknowledgements telling that help is on its way,
and
make
various
environmental
and
physiologicalmeasurements. Thesuspected terror security
IWSN
framework
utilizes
a
heterogeneous
communication hybrid topology including sink, router,
and mobile nodes. The router nodes have a high-duty
cycle, and they form a multi-hop network for low-latency
data forwarding to sink nodes. The mobile nodes have
low-duty cycles and are highly energy-efficient.
Sensor Networks are emerging as a great aid in
improving the way data is gathered. This development is
going to have a great impact on the environmental
monitoring in the area of defense. By using energy aware
efficient clustering and routing concepts the battery and
computation overhead will be reduced. Energy aware
routing within the clusters saves the energy of the battery
powered nodes due to its routing capability only through
the alternative powered nodes. The alternate energy based
routing concepts increase the performance and life of
WSNs compared to other conventional routing algorithms.
The soft computing based approximation algorithms such
as Fuzzy and Genetic algorithm concepts can be used to
have better convergence of clustering and routing
techniques.
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